The main objective is to predict the placement ranking of the player in PUBG (Players unknown battlegrounds) using the player's position and stats of data. PUBG is a game that has turned out to be famous in recent years. For this diversion, the last position is the most essential marker of the player's capacity. This task centres on anticipating the last position and finding ideal techniques of the diversion. With information from PUBG, we apply a few Artificial Neural Network techniques including Deep Learning, light GBM model, and MLP regression model to make the winner predictions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Player Unknown Battle Grounds is a multiplayer online battle game i.e. developed by the PUBG Corporation. This is a game where 100 players fight or play in battle with each other. Players can choose to fight alone, with a group of 2 or 4. Although, the size of the team can be modifiable through featured engineering. The winner of the game will be the player that survived or stays alive till the end of the game. This can be through various strategies such as killing an opponent using a weapon or surviving by healing or hiding. There are many tools in a game that helps the player to kill his enemies like armour, weapons, healing kits, vehicles and many other resources. The dataset contains five million records out of which there are 28 features (1) . The main objective is to predict the player winning percentage based on various aspects such as the number of kills obtained, survival rates, number of players alive and many more variables. This is done using an algorithm the players win percentage will be ranged between 0-1. These problems are solved through analysing data and feature extraction technique upon which the winning percentage depends on.
The techniques used on the player records to analyse and extract are neural network MLP Regression, Light GBM, Deep Learning, Tensor flow etc. The accuracy of the model is validated and the result obtained reached the desired requirement. This paper is presented in the following order.  Related work that is researched on the same data as well as a similar game prediction.  The methodology used for placement prediction  Data description with the explanation of their features  EDA data analysis  Experimental Setup the process explanation to perform validation on data  Results obtained by the applied methods  The conclusion of the overall research.  Ethical, legal and Social Issues  Bibliography
II. RELATED WORK
The researchers have used the same data set to predict the final rank (2) . They trained the model on various techniques such as regression and tree models which also provided optimal strategy. The model trained used the linear regression, ridge regression and LGBM technique the models were tuned and the 5-fold cross was applied to validate the data.
LGBM aggregates the GBDT with GOSS algorithm and EFB. Mathematically represented as
Equation 1: LGBM Computation formula
In particular, there is also a semi-supervised combination of Gaussian method used with generalized k-mean clustering to aggregate informal information. The results Obtained with an MAE of 0.0204 which was ranked 57 in the leader board of the competition. That also concludes that the LGBM using a learning rate of 0.05 was faster, lighter and best fit model. Similarly, Researchers have been trying to predict the winner of the game of football with many data science and mathematical techniques. This paper (3) predicts the winning team in the NFL American football team using neural network deep learning techniques. According to the game, the team of two will have a ball that must be put to either side of the net which is assigned to each of the time the goal is to predict which team can do it first. They also used probability technique to see the ranking of each player with their strength. In this case, they were able to correctly classify the data with 98% using many to one method. Also used an LSTM technique architecture. The data consists of 13 datasets with 130 features in the game. Using the following methods the researcher has trained and validated the dataset. The ANN output predicts the instance of training there can be a classification wrongly predicted to minimize that a cross entropy is used by doing this we can apply the back propagation method. For this model RNN i.e. recurrent Neural Network with a t-1 output this is helpful for predicting the NFL-game that helps in knowing which team often wins. Many to one classification are used to predict a binary classification. LSTM is used for dependencies of the long term that is better than RNN they include batch size, time, features as components for input format for example time of steps is determined by the data passed RNN uses kfolds of 10 to train the data set both RNN and LSTM use a 4 layer model. All the testing for deep learning was trained for a 4 layer architecture in deep learning with a Relu activation function parameter and if optimizer which has a better performance. The results obtained from all the models do not have much difference, However, they have concluded that LSTM is the best fit compared to any other model with an accuracy of 63.31% this model is robust and can outperform for predicting. 
III. METHODOLOGY i) Light GBM (Gradient Boost Machine)
It's fast and high-speed Gradient framework with a new algorithm which is subsided from decision tree algorithms that divides the data depth or widthwise instead of leaf wise(4). The LGBM can decrease the level order by using the same leaf wise algorithm and results are more effective and improvised that can boost the current existing algorithm. Table 2: LGBM Parameters When the model is trained through the deep learning data is optimised using the Adams learning rate which is 0.01 The benefits of using this model are  It is fast in training data and uses less memory  Provides better compatibility with large data  It has improvised the accuracy by using the gradient boosting algorithm According to our model, the main objective is to reduce the function loss which means the MSE i.e. The mean squared error. Gradient boosting model helps in minimizing the loss and to find the predicted value it takes alpha as the learning rate. The best parameters used for this model is learning rate at 0.3 N estimator with a best of 250 iterations and there is 200 leaf node.
ii) Deep Learning
The neural system is made out of three layers, to be specific information layer, concealed layer and the yielding layer. The actuation work is utilized to locate the weighted contribution of each unit in the layers. Hyperparameter tuning is done to accomplish demonstrate enhancement. Utilised Keras library to enable us to prepare the best model for our information (5 To specify the parameters used in deep learning model architecture depicted in the above figure. We set the epoch to 20 i.e. the number of time the data cycle runs. The higher the number of times the better improvement in the model and there are 4 hidden layers on the normalisation of which the optimizer uses a learning rate of 0.01 and epsilon is used to reduce the error that prevents from diving by zero, and decay is the weight used for the optimisation
Relu Rectified linear unit function that permits the activation function used for network design in the hidden layer to input is derived from its domain and the sigmoidal function for its output.
iii) MLP Regression
Multilayer Perceptron Regression model is similar to Logistic regression in which the inputs are changed by a non-linear function (6) . MLP is a supervised learning method which is known as back-propagation for dataset training through multiple layers and utilises the nonlinear transformation which differs from linear perceptron. The data cannot be linearly separable. The primary objective of non-direct relapse is to give an estimation of the genuine parameter on account of perceptions ((x1, y1), ·· ·, (in, in)). This model is used for predicting the inputs when real-value quantity is predicted this should be possible by limiting the MSE work. The file type is csv text data for input. According to math in MLP they are able to approximate an XOR operator with other non-linear function. Here there is also a boundary error rate where the data execution continues no longer than this. This stat is called convergence. 
Equation 3: MLP Function

IV. DATA DESCRIPTION
V. DATA ANALYSIS & FEATURE ENGINEERING
The data analysis pattern can be determined by knowing the feature usages, this leads us to apply EDA Exploratory Data Analysis alludes to the basic procedure of performing introductory examinations on data to find patterns, to spot anomalies, to test speculation and to check presumptions with the assistance of synopsis measurements and graphical presentation(7). By analyzing the data we could generate a new set of a feature from the existing one that could help in improvising our model. So we find the total number of players by their match id and group id, we can find the total distance by combining the ride distance, swim distance, walking distance and many more (8) . Shown below that contribute to evaluating the prediction efficiently.
Figure 3: Feature Engineering
When we look into the data distribution pattern there are some players who score exactly 0 or 1, the rest are in between the range. We shall assume that on an average the winning percentage per match is 0.5 (mean) but this cannot be same for all the matches which depict on a lower average this happens due to players quitting the game before it ends. The correlation that we found between these attributes is as follows.
Figure 4: Correlation Matrix
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The data is taken from kaggle PUBG prediction placement competition with nearly five million datasets out of which 1.3 million datasets are trained and tested with 29 attributes present the training and testing validation is split in the ratio of 7:3(9).
Jupyter Notebook is used for coding with libraries such as sci-kit learn, numpy and Keras Tensor flow Backend is used for hierarchical deep learning models. Performed on a windows 8 computer. Tensor flow is used to control structure and it is an open source by Google. The data frame is iterated through all the columns of a data frame and the datatype is altered to reduce the memory usage. The dataset is loaded from a CSV file. Once this is done we try to find the Data Distribution pattern and correlation by plotting appropriate graphs.
Figure 5: Winning percentile chart
The data set must be filtered i.e. done by dropping the columns or records which are 0 or no value which helps in preventing the error and reduces memory usage. Now feature engineering is done by assessing the numeric value for generated correlated new features which was previously discussed in the Feature engineering section. This new match consists of features like solo, duo and squad which depicts the size of the team.
Figure 6: Process flow
We construct the model LGBM Regression. A regression model is used than classification as there are independent variables that are correlated to dependent data this method is used to find the relation between the data. Deep reinforcement learning methods were not easy to use as that requires high computational power and consumed a lot of time. Hence using these methods to compensate and reduce memory consumption and compilation time.
The initialisation of the simple MLP takes places by imparting training and validating the data with appropriate parameters than by facing a loss the next model i.e. the deep learning technique uses batch normalisation to handle the loss of data by using more layers and an activation function which then iterates at its best of 200 with a 20 epoch and early stop set to 10. Lastly, the LGBM model is initialized first experimented with a grid search that took endless run time then switched to this technique that took 222 seconds of run time with best parameters and a learning rate of 0.05
VII. RESULTS
The accuracy of all the models trained and tested are shown as below: Table 4 : Result
The obtained result shows a 5% improvisation between the MLP and deep learning model. Here MLPs learning rate is Adaptive. The first time the improvement of the model was stagnant as the model stopped running after 2 continuous epochs which mean the loss of the data which stopped at best 14 iterations. The Mae was better obtained.
Figure 7: Loss Curve MLP
When the model was trained on deep learning we used the previous loss of data results to compare with the new value the kernel initialization was normal and used relu activation and sigmoid activation function after batch normalization of data to remove the unwanted data. Here epsilon is 1e-4 used to prevent from 0 division errors. The model tested on deep learning gave a satisfying result.
Figure 8: MAE v/s Epoch
This above graph compares the data error rate and iteration rate the green line is the tested data and blue for trained data. LBGM model that satisfied all the conditions with the best fit for data, among all the other models this model used less memory, it was fast for a large dataset and the best iterations done was 250 with a random state that no other model could do with the training of data. With a speed of 222 seconds which is instantaneous, it predicts the winning percentage of a player in pubg game. The graph states the parameters used with n estimators of 250 between the mean absolute error which is set to early stop rounds of 10 which means that before it reaches the max value it's self its stops with a leaf node of 200. The overall conclusion states the validation applied to the dataset this model gave the highest MAE with 0.0539. We have also discovered that the size of the team matters for predicting the winning percentile and in fewer cases the accuracy of the prediction goes high in which the case is where the player would have ended the game before it would have reached the end that gives us a wrong assumption. Further when we test the data records of the players or users playing the game worldwide its more than millions of people we used their records to predict the winner by using few methodologies out if which we have succeeded with all the three models that were successfully implemented with a better run time.
LGBM model outstands with better improvement in the model, reduction in memory usage and faster run time with a large amount of dataset with an accuracy of 93% best fit model. Next, with a very less difference deep learning method in neural networks was trained and tested on the data using batch normalization helped in recovering the data loss which had occurred in MLP with a Lower accuracy of 85% and fewer iterations. Further, we can also conclude that a player can also win by hiding in the safe zones in the game(10).
IX. ETHICAL, LEGAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES
The technology information for this particular area consists various ethical(11), legal and social issues many user playing on PC or Xbox have been reduced drastically as they have identified software developed bugs in the PUBG Road map and quality of life issue with the game for example player holding a weapon while moving close to rock under water that must be fixed. The game is poorly optimized on a powerful computation. As far as the legal issue concerns (12) there was a complain file against a pubg corporation that specifies about the copyrights of a similar game known as fortunate.
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